
NOLA Barn Hunt Friends 
Sponsored Ribbon for  September 27-29, 2019         

Barn Hunt Trial 
Deadline for ordering Sponsored Ribbons: August 27, 2019

Your name: ________________________________________________ 

Email address:  ____________________________________________ 

Name of ribbon you’d like to sponsor:  

______________________________________________________________ 

Specify if there are any additional conditions for your award, such as “must be an All-American Breed” or 
how a tie would be broken. 

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

Would you like to be included in the chance to win the ribbon? 
        Y         N

What color would you like the ribbon to be: 
__________ Please pick out the colors for me. 
__________ Center ribbon, where print appears. 
__________ Inner ribbons 
__________ Outside (back) ribbons 

Color options can be viewed at https://www.hodgesbadge.com/ribbon-colors/a/164/ 
Note: Some specialty color choices have an additional charge. 

Please specify what time frame is used for the award: 
____ All days of show 
____ Friday only 
____ Saturday only 
____ Sunday only 
____ Other: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Please specify when you’d like the award to be presented: 
____ Friday, after Trial 1 
____ Friday, after Trial 2 
____ Saturday, after Trial 1 
____ Saturday, after Trial 2 
____ Sunday, after Trial 1 
____ Sunday, after Trial 2 (not the best time) 

https://www.hodgesbadge.com/ribbon-colors/a/164/


Please specify: 
Does winner need to be present for presentation?    NY          N
If the winner does not need to be present, can a designee pick up the award?         Y          N         
If neither the winner or a designee is present:

Sample Ribbons 

Hold award to be used again for the next trial?        Y  N

You will assume mailing the winner’s ribbon?        Y  N
If winner has already received a sponsored ribbon(s) at the same event from another sponsor(s), do you 
want to still award your ribbon to this person or do you want it to go to the next eligible winner?

Allow multiple sponsored ribbons to one competitor
OR           
Ribbon to go to next eligible competitor

If there is not another eligible winner:
Go ahead and allow multiple ribbons 
Hold ribbon to next event
(Yes, these situations happen and is difficult to deal with "on the spot.")

Return completed form to Sue Cohen 
Email as an attachment to sumico95@yahoo.com
Payment via PayPal or Zelle
or
Mail to 5405 Cocos Plumosas Drive, Kenner, LA  70065
Check payable to NOLA BHF

Past ribbons sponsored Include: 
Goose Egg Award: Get a ticket for every non-qualifying run!  
High Scoring (sponsor names breed of choice) in Novice, Open, etc. (sponsor names class 
of choice) Rescued Dog That Earns a Title Within the W/E 
Rescued Breed That Earns a High In Class 
Highest Scoring (sponsor names breed of choice) in (sponsor names class of choice) 
Youngest Dog To Have a Qualifying Run 
Oldest Dog To Have a Qualifying Run 
Highest Scoring Mixed Breed in (sponsor names class of choice) 
High in Novice Class 1st Barn Hunt 
Cancer's Ass Kicker - for a cancer surviving dog that earns the highest Q 
I Smell a Rat - for the highest scoring (sponsor's breed choice) 
Small and Fearless - High in Small Class  
Highest Scoring Freckled Dog 
Newbie Award - Highest Dog with the Most NQ’s 
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